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INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

Although outlier detection/elimination has been studied before, few comprehensive studies exist on when exactly this technique would be useful as preprocessing in classification tasks. Our objective is identify the most useful workflows for a given set of tasks (datasets), and then examine which outlier elimination methods (OEMs) appear in these workflows. The workflows considered in this work are pipelines that include an outlier elimination step followed by a classifier. The OEMs identified this way are considered as useful. Our final aim is to verify what effect this alteration has on generalization performance.

METHOD FOR THE REDUCTION OF PORTFOLIOS OF WORKFLOWS

The reduction method used here is based on the method in Abdulrahman et al. (2019), but includes various adaptations. This method uses a given portfolio of algorithms (in general workflows) and reduces it by removing non-competitive ones, by exploiting the existing performance metadata obtained in prior tests. This is followed by the elimination of workflows that include infrequent OEMs.

Identifying the most competitive algorithm is done by identifying the $N\%$ of top workflows for a given dataset. In this work we used the top 1% of workflows based on A3R measure (combining accuracy and time) and another top 1% of workflows based on accuracy only. All these workflows are passed to the second phase, whose aim is to eliminate all workflows which include rather infrequent OEM variants. If a particular OEM variant appears in less than P% of workflows, the corresponding workflows with this variant are marked for elimination. After processing all OEM variants, all corresponding workflows are dropped.
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Algorithm/workflow recommendation method used

In this study, we have chosen the method *average ranking (AR*)* (Abdulrahman et al., 2018), as the algorithm/workflow recommendation method. This method was chosen because it is relatively simple and, consequently, it is easy to define different configurations that include all required alternatives (selected classification algorithms with/without OEMs). We have excluded AutoWeka, Auto-sklearn or other systems from consideration, as they not include all the OEMs we have considered here. Method AR* requires that each portfolio of workflows is converted into a ranking on the basis of available past performance metadata. Each ranking is then followed to generate recommendations for the task dataset. This enables to obtain its performance and to calculate how far it is from the best possible performance, i.e., calculate the *loss*. The evaluation follows the leave-one-out (LOO) strategy, so this is repeated as many times as there are datasets and the mean/median loss returned.

Experimental setup

In this study we have considered 12 different outlier elimination methods (OEMs); six of those were general, other six class-based (the class attribute is principal for outlier detection), representing a richer set than the one used by Smith and Martinez (2018). The OEMs included also a hyperparameter (6 different settings), indicating the percentage of top outliers to be eliminated. The OEMs discussed above were used in conjunction with 10 different classification algorithms. So this resulted in 730 different workflows to consider. We have conducted experiments with these workflows on 50 different datasets from OpenML.

Results

Our results show that if we use OEMs, the results of the workflow recommendation system will improve on average. The gain observed on a study with 50 datasets in a leave-one-out mode was rather significant (0.5%). The reduction method has identified that just three OEMs that are generally useful for the given set of tasks, namely RF-OEX (Random Forest outlier detection based on (dis)similarity (Nezvalová et al., 2015), TDwp (tree depth with pruning method (Smith et al., 2014), and DS (outlyingness is based on the size of leaf node of instances in the decision tree (Sumner et al., 2005). Besides, we showed that it is possible to eliminate 86% of the original workflows and still maintain the same loss when testing different alternatives.
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